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• Make it easier for non-local collaborators to fulfill the required number 
of shifts by spreading them out over longer time periods. 

• To encourage those who have not yet fulfilled the minimum number of 
shifts to sign up for more shifts, even if those shifts are on a different 
experiments. 

• To encourage those who already have MORE than the minimum number of 
shifts to sign up for more shifts in order to gain authorship on one or 
more additional experiments.

Goals for the updated policy



The updated SBS Shift policy

From: Cates, Gordon D (gdc4k) gdc4k@virginia.edu
Subject: Updated proposal on shift policy

Date: February 15, 2023 at 2:27 PM
To: David Hamilton david.j.hamilton@glasgow.ac.uk, Todd Averett averett@jlab.org, Andrew Puckett puckett@jlab.org,

Liyanage, Nilanga K (nl8n) nl8n@virginia.edu, Averett, Todd D tdaver@wm.edu, Brian Quinn bquinn@jlab.org, Lubomir Pentchev
pentchev@jlab.org, Mark Jones jones@jlab.org, Evaristo Cisbani evaristo.cisbani@roma1.infn.it, Alexandre Camsonne
camsonne@jlab.org, Bogdan Wojtsekhowski bogdanw@jlab.org

Cc: Gordon Cates, Jr. cates@virginia.edu

Hi everyone,

After receiving feedback from some of you, I have revised the new policy on shift 
requirements as indicated below.  In particular, point #2 has been added, that requires
at least some shifts on the particular experiment on which a collaborator seeks 
authorship.  I note that it was also suggested that we incorporate GEn-RP into the
policy, but because of the likely scheduling scenario we are looking at, I have not
yet included anything specific to GEn-RP.

I should note in passing that the shift policies of most experiments include special 
examples that are considered on a case-by-case basis.  No attempt has been made 
to address here such special circumstances.  Basically, the proposed modifications 
to our shift policy are represent modifications to the basic shift requirements 
outlined in point #1.

I plan to present the shift policy below at the SBS meeting tomorrow, so please let
me know if I have not addressed some of your concerns.

Best regards,

  — Gordon

***************************************************************************************************
******************   That revised proposal on the table is as follows:*************************
***************************************************************************************************
1) To leave the basic shift requirements  for the primary SBS experiments unchanged 
save for the caveats described in the subsequent points.  The current shift 
requirements for GMn, GEn and GEp are 10, 15 and 15 shifts, respectively.

2) To establish a new policy that permits fulfilling the shift requirement for a particular 
(primary) SBS experiment by combining shifts taken on ANY of the SBS experiments.  

3) While “combining shifts” will be allowed as described in point #2, we will still require 
a minimum of 3 shifts on the actual experiment on which the collaborator seeks authorship.

4) To offer a “discount” to those wanting to gain authorship on both GEn and GEp. Specifically,
rather than needing to take 15 + 15 = 30 shifts, they only need to take a total of 25 shifts.
***************************************************************************************************
***************************************************************************************************
***************************************************************************************************

On Feb 6, 2023, at 10:07 PM, Cates, Gordon D (gdc4k) <gdc4k@virginia.edu> wrote:

Hi everyone,

You are receiving this email because you are spokesperson on an SBS experiment, and
we are considering updating our shift policy. In my email from January 23rd, we made a proposal
which I again outline below.  While some of you have already commented on it, the matter is still 
unsettled. Bogdan, Todd and I are comfortable with the proposal as stated below, and I am hoping
we can get everyone’s agreement so we can make it “official” SBS prolicy.

That proposal on the table is as follows:

1) To leave the basic shift requirements  for the primary SBS experiments unchanged save
for the caveats described in the subsequent points.  The current shift requirements for 
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• Chicago currently installed. 
- Accumulated charge: 0.0C (thus far) 

- Polarization up to ~47% 

• Quick summary of all GEn-II targets to date: 
- Total charge 107.1C (equivalent of 160.7 with 40cm target chamber).  

Compare with total charge during A1n & d2n of 73.4 C) 

- Typical polarizations:  ~35% Kin2, ~45% Kin3 and ~54% Kin4 

- Figure of merit compared to nominal A1n value (assuming A1n was 50% with 
30µA): Ratio = 1.1 Kin2, 1.8 Kin3 and 2.6 Kin4.

Present status 
(polarimetry analysis is ongoing, so take  

these numbers with a grain of salt)



Target cells that have seen* beam

*By “seen”, I mean only the target has been installed while there 
was beam, even if not beam was actually put on the target itself.

Cell name Kinematic 
configuration

Estimated max 
polarization

Accumulated  
charge Comments

Ukraine Kin1 — 0.0C ? Strictly for target shakedown.

Hunter Kin2 Up to ~47% 13.5C

Windmill Kin3 Up to ~52% 20.9C Ruptured, likely due to target 
misalignment and excessive spot size

Hunter Kin3 Up to ~50% 27.7C 
(41.2C Kin 2&3) Ruptured due to beam missteering.

Fringe Kin4 Up to ~58% 45.0C

Chicago Kin4 Up to ~47% 0.0C ? Unlikely to see more than 12-23 C, if 
that, but the end of run period. 



Polarized 3He target performance during the run

For reference - with the 60cm target chamber, a polarization of 45% and 45μA of beam, 
the figure-of-merit compared to A1n (assumed to be 50% with 30μA beam) is x 1.82 higher.



Preparation for the summer/fall run

• At JLab: 
- Insuring sufficient numbers of optical fibers to the laser room. 

- Mounting and testing upcoming target cells in the actual target. 

- Explore optimal configuration for A_LL 

• At UVa 
- Further testing of existing target-cell inventory. 

- Producing 4-5 additional target cells out of Corning 1720. 

- Testing of new 1720 target cells



Existing target inventory

Expect to make 4-5 additional target cells out of Corning 1720 for the summer/fall run.

Cell name Fill Date Outcome T1 
(PC/TC) Material Comments

Tiger May 26, 
2022

46.5% during 
simulated beam test 

@ 60µA
9.8 hrs / 19.6 hrs GE-180 (Measured in longitudinal field 

configuration)

Walter August 16, 
2022

42.1% during 
simulated beam test 

@ 60µA
11.2 hrs w conv. GE-180 (Measured in longitudinal field 

configuration)

Chicago Nov. 10, 
2022 47% at JLab 8.1 hrs / 15.3 hrs GE-180

Will likely have less than 23C 
of charge after current 

running period

Mekong Nov. 27, 
20223 — 13.3 hrs / 16.3 hrs GE-180 ⎯

No-name Est. late 
March — Corning-1720

Exists, although we want to 
replace the pumping chamber 

for a new one.



Simulated beam test of Walter



Simulated beam test of Tiger



Error projections

For Kin4, we presently have roughly 55C (corrected).  We have a reasonable shot at getting 
another 70C (corrected) in the summer/fall run, possibly 80-90C.  It would be a huge help if 
we could get another 12-15 C before the SAD. The ERR Kin4 point shown above assumes 157C.
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